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AbstractÐMarr [J. Physiol. (1969) 202, 437±470] and Albus [Math. Biosci. (1971) 10, 25±61] hypothesized that cere-
bellar learning is facilitated by a granule cell sparse code, i.e. a neural code in which the fraction of active neurons is low at
any one time. In this paper, we re-examine this hypothesis in light of recent experimental and theoretical ®ndings. We argue
that cerebellar motor learning is enhanced by a sparse code that simultaneously maximizes information transfer between
mossy ®bers and granule cells, minimizes redundancies between granule cell discharges, and re-codes the mossy ®ber inputs
with an adaptive resolution such that inputs corresponding to large errors are ®nely encoded. We then propose that a set of
biologically plausible unsupervised learning rules can produce such a code. To maintain a low mean ®ring rate compatible
with a sparse code, an activity-dependent homeostatic mechanism sets the cells' thresholds. Then, to maximize information
transfer, the mossy ®ber±granule cell synapses are adjusted by a Hebbian rule. Furthermore, to minimize redundancies
between granule cell discharges, the inhibitory Golgi cell±granule cell synapses are tuned by an anti-Hebbian rule. Finally,
to allow adaptive resolution, a performance-based neuromodulator-like signal gates these three plastic processes. We
integrate these gated learning rules into a simpli®ed model of the cerebellum for arm movement control, and show that
unsupervised learning of granule cell sparse codes greatly improves cerebellar adaptive motor control in comparison to a
ª®xedº Marr±Albus-type model.

Until recently, activity-dependent cerebellar plasticity was thought to be largely con®ned to the granule cell±Purkinje cell
synapses. This static view of the cerebellum is, however, quickly being replaced by an extremely dynamic view in which
plasticity is omnipresent. The present theoretical study shows how several forms of plasticity in the granular layer of the
cerebellum can produce fast, accurate and stable cerebellar learning. q 2001 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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Although it is well established that the cerebellum is
involved in motor coordination, information processing
in the cerebellar cortex is still unclear. In particular, it is
not understood how the granule cells (GCs) transform the
mossy ®ber (MF) inputs for further processing by the
Purkinje cell (PC) layer.

The cerebellar input is characterized by its divergence
from the MFs to the GCs: there are more than 100 times
as many GCs as MFs. Each GC receives an average of
four MF inputs and gives excitatory projections to the PC
and to the Golgi cells (GOs), which in turn inhibit the
GCs extensively. Marr37 and Albus2 proposed that the

cerebellum is an associative learning device. In this
theory, the GCs provide a sensorimotor context to the
PCs, while the climbing ®bers, the axons of the inferior
olive (IO) neurons, carry the error signals that modify the
GC±PC synapses in a supervised manner (see Fig. 1A).
They further speculated that the GCs provide a sparse
code, i.e. a code with only a small fraction (less than
10%) of cells active at any one time (see Fig. 1C). In
this GC ªexpansion recoderº theory, supervised learning
is facilitated because different MF inputs create highly
dissimilar sparse GC activity patterns, which are easily
recognizable by the PCs. The Marr and Albus supervised
cerebellar learning models are supported by experiments
showing that coincident activation of GC and climbing
®ber input induces long-term depression (LTD) of the
GC±PC synapses,29 and that climbing ®bers carry error
signals.33,46 However, although the divergence from the
MFs to the GCs and the existence of inhibitory feedback
pathways are compatible with the transformation of
dense MF codes (see data of van Kan et al.)53 into GC
sparse codes, it is not yet clear how GC sparse codes
could actually be created.

LTD is only one of several types of synaptic plasticity
in the cerebellum: recent experimental evidence points to
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several plastic processes in the granular layer. First,
recent data show that mean neural ®ring rates can be
set by activity-dependent regulation of neuronal electri-
cal properties.1,18,51 In particular, potentiation of intrinsic
excitability has been reported recently in cerebellar gran-
ule neurons.4 Second, D'Angelo et al.17 showed that MF
high-frequency stimulation paired with GC membrane
potential depolarization leads to potentiation of the MF±
GC synaptic ef®cacies. Third, indirect evidence points to
activity-dependent GO±GC synaptic plasticity: Zhu et al.59

showed that GABAA receptors on GCs alter their composi-
tion in response to excitatory afferent receptor stimulation.

Console-Bram et al.15 demonstrated that 43-kDa growth-
associated protein mRNA, believed to be involved in
experience-dependent plasticity, is modulated by GABA
and glutamate in cultured GCs. Finally, as found in cortical
neurons11 and in the amygdala,55 the serotoninergic input
from the raphe nucleus to the cerebellum58 seems to play a
role in cerebellar plasticity, as it modulates both cerebellar
GC activity and the strength of GO inhibition in vitro.6

Furthermore, serotonin and norepinephrine have been
shown to modulate GABA-mediated inhibitory transmis-
sion in the cerebellar cortex.38

What could be the functional role of these plastic
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Fig. 1. The cerebellar model. (A) General, simpli®ed circuitry of the cerebellum. Each circle represents a group of cells, the black
dots inhibitory synapses and the arrows excitatory synapses. Three types of synapses are modi®able: the MF±GC excitatory
synapses wMF2GC are Hebbian, the GO±GC inhibitory synapses wGO2GC are anti-Hebbian and the GC±PC synapses wltd are the
LTD synapses. The direct MF±GO synapses and the GC±GO synapses are ®xed. (B) Functional diagram of the (simpli®ed) model
for cerebellar control of arm movements. In this model, the cerebellum learns how to compensate for interaction torques that occur
during reaching movements (when a multi-joint limb joint is accelerating, movement in one joint causes disruptive motion in all
other joints). The visual system locates the target and an inverse kinematics model provides the trajectory generator with the target
position in joint coordinates. Three subsystems generate motor commands. First, one area of the motor cortex generates a basic
feedforward motor command from desired kinematic variables using only simple joint-wise computation. Second, another area of
the motor cortex computes feedback motor synergy command by comparing desired and actual kinematic variables. Third, the
intermediate cerebellum provides the corticospinal cells with motor commands compensating for the interaction torques acting on a
joint when the other joint is moving. The three types of motor commands (feedforward, feedback and compensatory) are summed in
corticospinal cells, which project to the spinal reaching system. The spinal cord transforms descending commands into individual
muscle commands. IO cells compute torque-like errors in performance by subtracting sensory representations of actual trajectories
from efference copies of desired movements. Because the cerebellar network is embedded in the control model (it resides in the box
ªintermediate cerebellumº), realistic cerebellar inputs can be derived. (C) Illustration of the different possible types of neural codes.
The grids represent hypothetical arrays of granule cells, whose activities at some time t are shown by varying gray levels. In a local
code, only one cell is active at any one time. In a sparse code there are only a small fraction of cells active at any one time. In a fully

distributed code most of the cells are active at any one time.



processes? Here, we use a computational model to test
the hypothesis that unsupervised learning can create
ªgoodº GC sparse codes that enhance cerebellar super-
vised learning. We argue that if (i) the mean GC ®ring is
constrained to be low, (ii) the information transfer
between MFs and GCs is maximized, (iii) the redun-
dancy between GC discharges is minimized, and (iv)
the resolution of the code is adaptive so that inputs corre-
sponding to large errors in performance are ®nely
encoded, then supervised learning in PCs is greatly
improved. To create such GC sparse codes, we augment
a Marr±Albus-type cerebellar model with a combination
of three activity-dependent plastic processes that are all
gated by a performance-dependent neuromodulator-like
signal. These plastic processes are: GC threshold adapta-
tion, Hebbian MF±GC synapses and anti-Hebbian GO±
GC synapses. Our simulations show that integrating
these biologically plausible unsupervised learning rules
in a cerebellar model for arm movement control leads to
accurate, fast and stable adaptive cerebellar control.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Theoretical background

According to the Marr and Albus theory, the GC layer pre-
processes MF inputs for supervised learning in the output PC
layer. Several authors have shown that information theory is help-
ful to analyze three-layered neural networks such as the cerebellar
network (see, for instance, Linsker,34 Attick,7 Plumbley,41 Field22

and Harpur26). In particular, for ef®cient supervised learning in
the output layer, information theory suggests that the neural code
of the intermediate, pre-processing layer should have the follow-
ing three properties. First, the code should be maximally infor-
mative of the input. Second, it should have low redundancy
between neurons. Finally, it should be sparse.

The concept of information maximization is intuitively clear:
the PCs should receive all the information they need to compute
the desired output, i.e. there should be only minimal information
loss between the MFs and the GCs. From our hypothetical three-
layer cerebellar circuit, we can record a set of MF and GC activity
patterns, given by the vectors MF and GC. We can then estimate
the overall entropy H(GC), which is a (positive) measure of the
uncertainty, or diversity, conveyed by the GC patterns [see Eq.
(8)]. Likewise, the entropy H(MF) can be estimated from the set
of patterns MF. The mutual information, de®ned as the difference
in the uncertainty of the GC output without and with the observa-
tion of the MF input, is given by:

I�MF;GC� � H�GC�2 H�GCuMF�: �1�
If the randomness of GC activity is independent of the MF input,
H(GC jMF) is constant, and maximizing I(MF,GC) is equiva-
lent to maximizing H(GC).

Redundancies, or correlations, between GCs lower the diver-
sity of the ®ring patterns, i.e. the entropy H(GC); this is intuit-
ively satisfying because correlated neurons carry the same
information. A measure of the redundancy is the mutual informa-
tion between neurons given by:26

I�GC1; :::; GCN � �
XN
k�1

H�GCk�2 H�GC� $ 0: �2�

Thus, to minimize the redundancies, we should minimize the
entropy carried by individual cell H(GCk). Because ¯at distribu-
tions of activities have maximal entropy and peaky distributions
of activities minimal entropy, the entropy of an individual GC,
H(GCk), can be reduced by enforcing a distribution of ®ring rates
with a sharp peak. In other words, after recording the activity
from all the cells during an experiment, and plotting a histogram

of the frequencies, the histogram should exhibit a single, sharp
peak.

Whereas the sharp peak of the ®ring rate distribution of all the
neurons could, in principle, be centered at any ®ring rate, the
special case for which the probability distribution of ®ring
peaks near 0 spikes/s corresponds to a sparse code. That is, the
peak in the histogram of all the frequencies recorded should be
near zero. The interest of sparse codes resides in that they provide
desirable inputs for a subsequent neural layer.

For supervised learning in a subsequent neural layer, sparse
codes combine the advantages of both local and distributed
codes without their drawbacks.22 In a local code, only one cell
is active at any time (see Fig. 1C); such a code leads to fast
supervised learning, but requires many cells and generalizes
poorly. In a fully distributed code, most of the cells are active
at any one time (see Fig. 1C); such a code requires only few
neurons and generalizes well, but leads to extremely slow learn-
ing. The best compromise between the two extremes is a sparse
code, in which an appropriate percentage of cells is active at any
one time. In Appendix A, we demonstrate that sparse GC codes
allow large learning rates at the GC±PC synapses: this results in
considerable speed-up of cerebellar learning.

In summary, from an information theoretic viewpoint, the GC
code should simultaneously maximize the mutual information
I(MF,GC) [Eq. (1)], i.e. increase H(GC), minimize the redun-
dancy [Eq. (2)], i.e. decrease SN

k�1H�GCk�, and enforce a low
mean ®ring rate. Note that because H(GC) appears in both Eqs.
(1) and (2), maximizing the mutual information will also decrease
the redundancies.

A limitation of information theory, however, is that it cannot
distinguish useful from useless information. Because cerebellar
LTD is the result of correlation between GC inputs and climbing
®ber inputs, the value of the GC population is determined by its
ability in ªpreparingº useful, goal-directed inputs to the PCs. In
other words, the GC sparse code should depend on the perfor-
mance errors (carried by the climbing ®bers) of the subsystem in
which the GCs are embedded. Consequently, the GC code should
possess an adaptive resolution, so that the regions of the input
space corresponding to large errors are ®nely encoded, thereby
providing the PCs with ®ne inputs when they need to learn to
compensate for large movement errors.

Algorithms for unsupervised learning of neural sparse codes

Learning algorithms derived from the above-mentioned theo-
retical arguments26,40 include Hebbian plasticity to maximize
mutual information between the input and the output [Eq. (1)],
anti-Hebbian learning to minimize redundancies [Eq. (2)], and a
constraint on the ®ring rate to enforce sparse coding. Although
these theoretical learning algorithms provide optimal solutions,
they are not plausible biologically, however, because they assume
symmetric input and feedback connections.

Other, less optimal but more plausible network models that
address information maximization and redundancy reduction
point to similar learning mechanisms. First, Hebbian learning
between inputs and a layer of non-linear cells creates event detec-
tors, i.e. each cell responds solely to a certain subset of input
patterns.25,36 Second, anti-Hebbian synapses between non-linear
cells can create independent output patterns.4 Third, an additional
threshold adjusting rule that forces sparse coding in a network
consisting of a layer of non-linear Hebbian units connected by
anti-Hebbian feedback connections allows for high information
transfer and low redundancy.23 Note that these inhibitory connec-
tions are not plausible because they are to, and from, all the
neurons of the layer. However, this does not have to be the
case: more realistic architectures in which input neurons are
connected to inhibitory interneurons with Hebbian and anti-
Hebbian synapses achieved similar results.30,41

Furthermore, as discussed above, sparse codes should also
depend on performance errors. The adaptive topology encoding
scheme21 implemented in the Cerebellar Model Arithmetic
Computer3 aims both at using fewer encoding units and at
increasing performance. This is achieved by moving the receptive
®elds of the input units into those parts of the input space where
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they are really needed instead of distributing them randomly.
Central to this scheme is a diffuse ªgatingº signal, the absolute
value of the error in performance in Eldracher et al.'s scheme,21

that modulates the unsupervised learning rules.

Cerebellar unsupervised learning model

Functional and neural models. Testing the unsupervised learn-
ing of the GC sparse code in cerebellar adaptive control requires a
task that is suf®ciently dif®cult to learn but still computationally
tractable. Learning to control a six-muscle two-joint arm has this
proper balance.

Schweighofer et al.44,45 investigated the role of the cerebellum
in adaptive movement control by inserting a detailed cerebellar
model in a basic control system model (cerebral cortex and spinal
network) that fed crude motor commands to a six-muscle two-
joint arm. This model, based on feedback error learning,31 learned
how to compensate for interaction torques occurring during
visually guided reaching movements.9 Here, we insert a simpli-
®ed version of the Schweighofer et al. cerebellar neural model,
together with its sets of unsupervised learning rules (Fig. 1A),
into the basic control system model (Fig. 1A, B). The inputs to the
MF are kinematic variables, the IO carries feedback errors and,
after learning the inverse dynamics of the arm, the outputs of the
cerebellar neural network are the interaction torques necessary
for precise control. The cerebellar neural circuit, which comprises
20 MFs, 100 GCs, one GO and two PCs, is described in more
detail in Appendix B, and the parameters of the different neurons
are given in Table 1.

Learning model. We propose here a novel unsupervised learn-
ing cerebellar model. The model learns GC sparse codes and is
compatible with cerebellar anatomy, physiology and the new
®ndings in cerebellar cortex plasticity.

First, a homeostatic mechanism, in the form of an activity-
dependent threshold adaptation rule, maintains appropriate low
mean GC ®ring rate compatible with a sparse code (as well as the
mean GO activity).

Second, the MF±GC synaptic ef®cacies vary according to
Hebbian rules (see Chauvet).14 Hebbian learning at the MF±GC
synapses creates event detectors, i.e. the GCs respond more often
to previously seen patterns than to unknown patterns.

Third, inhibitory GO±GC synaptic ef®cacies vary according to
anti-Hebbian learning rules. This results in an increase in divers-
ity (lower redundancy) of the GC ®ring rates. Note that, because
they receive inputs from numerous GCs, the GOs compute an
approximation of the local average of the GC activity. Because
anti-Hebbian learning at the GO±GC synapses decreases the
correlation between each GC response and the GO response,
GC responses are driven away from their average, increasing
diversity in ®ring rates.

Fourth, we introduce a diffuse, neuromodulator-like, gating
signal that allows threshold adaptation, Hebbian and anti-
Hebbian learning during periods of large performance errors
and blocking it during periods of low errors (or inaction). We
see next how these rules are actually implemented.

The gated activity-dependent adaptation rule modi®es the
potential value for which the ®ring rate is half of its maximum
value (which we call ªthresholdº for convenience) B

gc
i according

to:

DB
gc
i � b g

GCi

GCd
2 1

� �
; �3�

where b is a learning rate, GCi the ®ring rate of the ith GC [see
Eq. (B2) in Appendix B] and GCd is the desired (low) average GC
®ring rate. The global (as opposed to local to each neuron)
ªgatingº term g, which enables threshold adaptation, is a function
of the error in performance [see Eq. (B6) in Appendix B].

We model Hebbian learning with the following gated version
of Oja's Hebbian rule:39

DwMF2GC
ij � a1 g � MFi gcj 2 wMF2GC

ij gc2
j �; �4�

where MFi is the ®ring rate of the ith MF, gcj the membrane
potential of the jth GC [see Eq. (B2) in Appendix B] and
a1� 3 £ 1028 a learning rate. The activity-dependent decay
term 2wMF2GC

ij gc2
j is necessary because of the inherent

instability of the Hebbian rule. Moreover, we added the
constraints wMF2GC

ij $ 0 so that the MF±GC synapses are always
excitatory.

The GO±GC inhibitory synaptic ef®cacies vary according to a
gated anti-Hebbian rule:

DwGO2GC
j � a2 g �GO gcj 2 a3 wGO2GC

j gc2
j �; �5�

where g is the gating term de®ned above, a2� 5 £ 1027 is a
learning rate, a3� 0.01 is a decay rate, GO the ®ring rate of the
Golgi cell (although the model could be extended, there is only
one GO in this present model; see below). Note that Eq. (5) is an
anti-Hebbian rule because the strength of each GO±GC inhibi-
tory synapse is increased in proportion to pre- and postsynaptic
activity. Whereas anti-Hebbian rules alone are inherently stable
(i.e. no decay term is normally needed), the addition of the thresh-
old adaptation in the present model makes it run away; the decay
term is thus necessary. Moreover, we impose the constraint
wGO2GC

j $ 0 so that the GO±GC synapses are always inhibitory
[as shown by the minus sign in Eq. (B2)].

Simulations

Motor task: learning fast and accurate reaching movements.
We simulated fast planar reaching movements (duration 300 ms)
to eight targets situated on a circle of radius 20 cm around the
start position. The target to the right of the start position was
de®ned as the 08 direction and targets at successive counter-
clockwise positions were given in 458 increments. At t , 0, the
hand was on the 908 target. At t� 0 s, the target was ®rst moved
to the central position. At t� 1 s (i.e. 0.7 s after the end of the
desired movement), the target was displaced to a new position,
and so on. The straight, desired trajectories were generated by a
minimum-jerk trajectory generator in extra-personal space and
then converted to joint angles by an inverse kinematics transfor-
mation (see Schweighofer et al.).44
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Table 1. Parameter values for the four neuron models

MFs GCs GOs PCs

Time constant t (ms) 5.0 5.0 5.0 10.0
Initial synaptic ef®cacies ranges {21; 0; 1} MF!GC [0.4, 0.6] MF!GO [0.1, 0.3] [20.01,0.01]

GO!GC [0.8, 1.2] GC!GO [0.01, 0.03]
Potential at which the activity is
half of its maximum B

2 1.0 120 (®xed model) 300 (®xed model) 0

Slope G 1 2.0 0.3 1
Max. ®ring (spikes/s) 100 100 100 Inf.

The cells interact via their activity, which depends on their membrane potential. The membrane potential follows a leaky integrator
equation with time constant t. Changes in membrane potential are brought about by synaptic inputs, whose initial ef®cacies are
given in the second line of the table. Then, neuronal activities are computed by passing the membrane potential through sigmoid
functions, whose slopes are given by G and by B, the potential at which the activity is half of its maximum.



We ran several speci®c simulations to selectively test the
different adaptation rules. First, as a benchmark, we examined
the performance of a ª®xedº model, i.e. a model with static GC
thresholds and synaptic ef®cacies that is simply trained by super-
vised learning in the PCs [Eq. (B7) in Appendix B]. Second, we
included the gated threshold adapting (GT) rule [Eq. (3)] for both
the GCs and the GO to allow each cell to be responsive to its
inputs. Third, to study the effect of MF±GC long-term potentia-
tion on the one hand and GO±GC synaptic plasticity on the other,
we looked at the additional effect of the gated Hebbian (GTH)
rule [Eqs. (3) and (4)] and the gated anti-Hebbian learning (GTA)
rule [Eqs. (3) and (5)]. Fourth, we assessed the computational
power of the fully learned model, i.e. a model comprising the
gated threshold adaptation rule, the gated anti-Hebbian learning
rule and the gated Hebbian learning rule (GTAH model). Finally,
we analyzed the role of putative neuromodulators in gating the
adaptation rules by running two non-gated models: a model with
only threshold adaptation (T model), and a model with non-gated
threshold adaptation, anti-Hebbian and Hebbian learning (TAH
model).

For every set of learning rules, simulations were run 10 times,
each time with different initial conditions for the random number
generator. The time step was 3 ms.

Data analysis. To assess performance, we computed the mean
square error (MSE) in trajectory during a test trial in which every
target was visited once, sequentially. Thus, there were 16 move-
ments in a test trial: eight movements to the targets and eight
movements back to the initial position. The MSE is de®ned by:

MSE � 1

M

XM
t�1

� xd�t�2 x�t�r�2 1 �yd�t�2 y�t�r�2; �6�

where M is the number of time steps, the superscript ªdº refers to
the desired trajectory and the superscript ªrº to the real trajectory.

To compute the entropies of individual cells and the redun-
dancy [see Eq. (7)], we binarized the GC ®ring rates (note that
this binarization was only performed for computational tractabil-
ity of the statistical analysis, but it was not used for the on-line
cerebellar model; see Appendix B). Preliminary simulations
showed that when the GCs ®red, they often did it close to
GCmax (100 spikes/s). As a consequence, we set the threshold
for binarization at 90 spikes/s. The normalized GC redundancy
R is computed from the mutual information between GCs [Eq.
(2)], and is de®ned by:

R � 1

C
I�GC1; :::; GCN � � 1

C

XN
k�1

H�GCk�2 H�GC�
 !

; �7�

where N is the number of GCs, and C � Nlog�2� the capacity of
the binarized GC network. The overall entropy and the sum of
each cell's entropy are, respectively:

H�GC� � 2
XM
j�1

p�GCj�log�p�GCj�� �8�

and XN
k�1

H�GCk� � 2
XN
k�1

�pklogpk 2 �1 2 pk�log�1 2 pk��; �9�

where p(GCj) is the probability of pattern GCj and pk the ®ring
probability of cell GCk.

To assess the information content of the GC discharges, we
computed the mutual information between individual GCs and
movement variables, which comprised both kinematic input vari-
ables (position, velocity, acceleration) and motor output variables
(inertial torques, interaction inertial torques, centripetal torques
and, for the shoulder only, Coriolis torques). For each computa-
tion of the mutual information, both the GC ®ring rate and the
input variable (one of 13 variables: six kinematic and seven
dynamic) were binned in 100 bins, thus creating 100 levels si

and nj. The mutual information is:

I �
X100

i;j�1

P�si; nj�log2

P�si; nj�
P�si�P�nj�

 !
: �10�

We then computed the normalized mutual information I/S, where
S is the entropy of the input (for no information loss the ratio is 1).

RESULTS

Simulations showed that learning performance for the
®xed model, as measured by the mean MSE, was quite
sensitive to the average GC ®ring value; best learning
occurred for GC , 5 spikes/s. However, although we
carefully chose the mean GC and GO threshold values
[see Eqs. (B2) and (B3) in Appendix B] so that the
smallest possible MSE was obtained, the mean MSE
was still large (see Table 2) after 100 training move-
ments: the MSE was only reduced to an average of
2.9 cm2, i.e about 20% of the initial error (15.7 cm2).
Moreover, 16.2^ 3.8% of the GCs did not ®re during
the 16 test movements.

In agreement with the results obtained in the ®xed
model, in the GT model [Eq. (3)] the desired mean GC
®ring rate was set to GCd� 5 spikes/s and the desired
mean GO ®ring rate was set at GOd� 30 spikes/s. We
ran the learning experiment in two parts. First, we ran the
unsupervised learning experiment (100 reaching move-
ments to targets randomly chosen among the set of eight;
same movement speci®cations as above) to adjust the
individual GC and GO thresholds. Second, we ran the
supervised learning experiment (100 movements to
randomly chosen targets), i.e. the GC±PC synaptic ef®-
cacies were varied [Eq. (B7) in Appendix B]. Because
adjusting the thresholds created a crude sparse code,
learning could be speeded up by increasing the learning
rate in the GC±PC synapses from h� 5 £ 1027 for the
®xed case to h� 5 £ 1026 (see Appendix A). The MSE
after 100 (supervised) learning trials was about twice as
small as that of the ®xed model (see Table 2). Finally, we
veri®ed that all the GCs ®red at some time during the
series of movements.

To train the GTA and GTH models, we ®rst let the
model perform 300 movements to randomly chosen
targets (same movement speci®cations as above) to
adjust the thresholds and the synaptic ef®cacies of the
GC layer (during the ®rst 100 movements only the
thresholds were adjusted so that all the GCs were in
their working ranges). Second, as above, we ran the
supervised learning experiment (100 movements to
random targets). As seen in Table 2, inclusion of the
GTH rules resulted in a decrease of the mean MSE
(compared to the gated threshold model) and a large
decrease in inter-trial variability (h� 5 £ 1026). The
GTA had an even stronger effect on the mean MSE.
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Table 2. Comparison of mean square error for the different models

Fix GT GTH GTA GTAH

MSE (cm2) 2.9^ 0.4 1.5^ 0.3 1.1^ 0.05 0.9^ 0.2 0.6^ 0.1

Fix, ®xed model. Because we are interested in the fast learning
capabilities of the model, the results shown here are not asymptotical
errors, but errors after 100 (supervised) learning trials.



Finally, the GTAH model gave a mean MSE that was less
than a ®fth of the mean MSE produced by the ®xed
model and about a third of the MSE produced by the
GT model. Moreover, there was a large decrease in
inter-trial variability.

The trajectories generated by the cerebral cortex±
spinal cord controller before cerebellar learning and the
trajectories generated by the GTAH model are shown in
Fig. 2. Before learning, large interaction torques occur-
ring in fast 300-ms movements caused the actual trajec-
tories to largely deviate from the desired trajectories (Fig.
2A). After learning (same conditions as above), the
GTAH model resulted in greatly improved motor perfor-
mance and the actual trajectories precisely followed the
desired trajectory (Fig. 2B).

Comparing the learning curves for a GTAH model and
for a ®xed model (Fig. 3) reveals that the Hebbian and
anti-Hebbian rules were not so much necessary for the

®rst rapid and large decrease in MSE, but for the smaller
re®nements in movement performance crucial for accur-
ate reaching. Because the Hebbian rule leads to a better
recoding of the inputs (see below) and the anti-Hebbian
rule to a decrease in redundancy between GCs (see
below), the PCs can better learn to compensate for the
non-linear component of the interaction torques.

Cerebellar neuron activities during three movements
for the fully trained GTAH model are shown in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4A, we show the ®ring rates of three MFs responding
to a combination of position, velocity and acceleration.
In Fig. 4B, we show the GC raster plot. The cells ®red
mostly during the movements. This is consistent with
experiments showing that the GCs have no intrinsic
®ring at rest.16 Note, further, that no cell ®red for more
than a fraction of a movement time; moreover, only a
small percentage of cells discharged at any time. In
contrast, the GO was continously activated during each
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Fig. 2. Performance of the network in 300-ms reaching movements to targets at a distance 20 cm from the rest position. The dotted
lines represent the desired trajectories and the plain lines the actual trajectories. (A) Trajectories before learning. The error is
MSE� 15.7 cm2. (B) Trajectories generated by the trained GTAH model, after 100 supervised learning movements. The error in this

case is MSE� 0.57 cm2 and the actual movements closely follow the desired movements.
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movement, as shown in Fig. 4C. Note that a histogram of
the ®ring rates of all the cells recorded during the 16
movements showed a sharp peak at the low desired
frequency, 5 spikes/s. However, a histogram of the ®ring
rates recorded during the whole experiments (i.e. during
movements 1 pause between movements) shows a peak
closer to 0 spikes/s (results not shown).

A comparison of the activities of ®ve GCs for the GT
and GTAH models (same initial conditions) in the course
of one movement (from the target at 2458 to the central
position) after learning is shown in Fig. 5. This ®gure
illustrates the role of the Hebbian and anti-Hebbian
learning rules in information transfer maximization and
redundancy reduction. Although the cells showing activ-
ity during this movement did not all ®re simultaneously,
cells 4 and 5 both discharged around 50 ms in the GT
model. Because too many cells ®red at this instant (i.e.
the neural code was redundant), the anti-Hebbian
learning at the GO±GC synapses suppressed GC activity
of cell 4 (also seen for cell 1 around 100 ms). In con-
trast, if too few cells ®red at some instant (i.e. if the
information transfer was poor), their activities were

reinforced by Hebbian learning at the MF±GC synapses
(cells 2 and 3).

We then examined a possible causal relationship
between GC redundancy and performance error by plot-
ting the MSE as a function of the redundancy [Eq. (7)] for
the different models discussed above, for different initial
conditions (same set of initial conditions for all models).
First note that the redundancies were largely reduced in
the GT model compared to the ®xed model. Second, the
mean redundancy between cells of the GTA model was
about half that of the redundancy of the ®xed model,
indicating that even a single GO could nicely decorrelate
the GC activities. Third, the redundancy for the GTH
model was lower than that of the GT model: because
Hebbian learning increased the input/output mutual
information (see below) by increasing H(GC) [see Eq.
(1)], it also decreased the redundancies [see Eq. (2)]. A
strong linear trend between the two variables (y �
19.1x 2 2.67; P , 0.0001 and R2� 0.84) was observed,
as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, GC redundancy reduction was
crucial in order to achieve adequate cerebellar motor
performance.
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Fig. 4. Activities of the cerebellar neurons during the ®rst three movements after learning for the GTAH model for 300 trials. (A)
Firing rates of three MFs that respond to a combination of position, velocity and acceleration. (B) Raster plot of the GCs shows that
the cells ®re mostly during the movements, and that only a small percentage ®re at any instant. The black traces correspond to
100 spikes/s. (C) Response of the GO. (D) The sequence of action (1) and inaction (0). Movements occur when the steps are at 1.
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What is the information contained in the GC
discharges? Is this information transformed qualitatively
or quantitatively by the unsupervised learning rules? To
answer these questions, we computed the mean mutual
information [normalized by the entropy of the input; see
Eq. (10)] between each GC and six kinematic variables
and seven motor command variables (see Experimental
Procedures) during a test trial of 16 movements, after
learning for both the GT and the GTAH models. The
results, shown in Fig. 7, allow some general remarks.
First, the mutual information contained by each cell
was small for all the variables, as expected with a sparse
coding scheme (when the cells did not ®re, they carried
no information). Second, although the mean ®ring rate
was identical, there was an overall increase in mutual
information for all the kinematic variables in the
GTAH model compared to the GT model. In particular,
the GCs of the GTAH model have a much higher infor-
mation content in acceleration (more than 60% for both
joints) compared to the GT model. Third, overall, the
dynamic variables were better encoded than the kine-
matic variables; moreover, the GCs of the GTAH
model encode the centripetal and Coriolis torques best
of all variables. Thus, interestingly, the gated Hebbian
and anti-Hebbian learning rules not only increased the
information transfer, they also helped the GCs to
compute the non-linear interaction torques before the
PC layer.

The role of the gating process in maintaining stable
learning can be well appreciated when long periods of
inactivity separated each movement. The gate was

crucial when the interval between movements was
more than 1.0 s (Fig. 8). The gated models (bottom
panel) gave good, stable performance even when the
periods of inaction were prolonged. In contrast, when
gating was not included (top panel), the unsupervised
learning algorithms diverged even for small intervals
between movements (note the difference in scale in the
ordinate of both plots): for intervals greater than 1 s, the
MSE was about the same as before any cerebellar learn-
ing (see Fig. 2A). Also note that the GTAH model
surpassed the GT model for all intervals.

DISCUSSION

We proposed a novel model of unsupervised learning
in the cerebellum compatible with cerebellar anatomy
and physiology that incorporates new ®ndings in cerebel-
lar plasticity. We showed that gated unsupervised learn-
ing rules construct stable, goal-directed sparse GC codes
that are informative of the input and have minimal redun-
dancies between neurons. Moreover, we demonstrated
that these sparse codes allow larger learning rates at the
GC±PC synapses, which speed up cerebellar learning
considerably. Hence, we suggest that, for accurate and
fast cerebellar learning, the GCs may be much more
plastic than envisioned by Marr and Albus.

Comparison with other cerebellar models

To show the capabilities of the GC sparse code in
cerebellar learning, Tyrrell and Willshaw52 simulated
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Fig. 7. Mean mutual information between GC ®ring and movement variables recorded after learning for the GT model and the
GTAH model. There are six kinematic variables (position, velocity and acceleration for each joint) and seven dynamic variables (for
each joint: inertial torques, interaction inertial torques, centripetal torques and, for the shoulder only, Coriolis torques). The thin bars
show the standard deviations. Note that the mutual information is larger for all variables for the GTAH model than for the GT model.



Marr's model. Because of the binary GCs and synaptic
ef®cacies, these authors found a low capacity, as only
about 100 different patterns could be learned by a single
Purkinje cell. The analog Albus2 model is bound to have
a much higher capacity; however, although Albus
claimed to have ran sparse coded GC simulations, no
actual results were presented.

The Kettner et al.,32 Schweighofer et al.45 and Barto et
al.8 models indicated that GC sparse codes were effective
in learning to control dynamical systems. In the Kettner
et al. and Barto et al. models, however, the GCs were
binary and the sparse representation was arti®cially
implemented. In the Schweighofer et al. model, the GC
parameters (thresholds and synaptic ef®cacies) had to be
carefully hand-tuned. Moreover, because these para-
meters were static, the GC ®ring ranges were not equally
used and many GCs often ®red simultaneously or not at
all; these limitations resulted in poor and slow learning
(presumably because of both poor information transfer
and high redundancies). In contrast, in the present model,
a GC sparse code that leads to good motor performance is
automatically learned.

The Buonomano and Mauk model12 showed that the
GO negative feedback could create time-varying, non-
periodic, subsets of active GCs in response to periodic
inputs. On one hand, because their model uses spiking
GCs, it goes farther than the present model; on the other
hand, the task to be learned (a series of time intervals)
was much simpler than the motor task described here.

Note ®nally that the present cerebellar unsupervised
learning model does not critically depend upon the
choice of the control model; it could therefore also be

tested in other models, such as the model of Barto et al.,8

which does not make use of desired trajectories.

Unsupervised learning in the granule cell layer

Our results show that, if appropriately gated, the MF±
GC Hebbian and the GO±GC anti-Hebbian plastic
processes can improve motor performance dramatically.
Because the MF±GC Hebbian synapses create event
detectors that are decorrelated by the GO±GC anti-
Hebbian synapses, the dense and correlated MF inputs
are projected onto highly dissimilar sparse GC patterns
easily recognizable by the PCs. Furthermore, Hebbian
learning allows a good representation of the input
space, independently of the initial conditions, leading
to a small inter-trial variability. Note that, in spite of
the cellular ªspecializationº that is created by the
Hebbian and anti-Hebbian rules, the responses to new
inputs are not degraded and the model can still generalize
gracefully. We tested the generalization properties of the
GTAH model compared to those of the GT model by
training the network as in Fig. 2B, but tested with targets
rotated 22.58. In spite of the neurons' specialization, we
observed no relative degradation of the generalization
performance of the GTAH model compared to the GT
model (results not shown).

In the GTAH model, computing the mutual informa-
tion between movement variables and the GC activity
revealed that the centripetal and Coriolis torques were
represented best of all variables in the GC code. These
are precisely the variables (with the inertial interaction
torques) that need to be computed by the cerebellum to
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achieve good performance in the Schweighofer et al.
model. Thus, our results suggest that, if the GCs are
equipped with gated Hebbian and anti-Hebbian learning
rules, the adaptive, non-linear, summation of four MF
and one GO inputs is an ef®cient pre-processing compu-
tational step for supervised learning in the PCs.

Diffuse gating signals

In the present model, the diffuse gating signal that
turns off the unsupervised learning rules during inaction
is crucial for cerebellar adaptive control: when no gate is
included, learning is severely degraded if the arm is at
rest during long periods (see Fig. 8, top). In this case, the
GCs eventually learn how to respond best to position
inputs (since during periods of inaction only position is
represented in the MF input; see van Kan et al.).53 Then,
when a movement is generated, the GCs have ªforgottenº
how to code for velocity and acceleration. Because
acquisition of the inverse dynamic models requires posi-
tion, velocity and acceleration inputs, supervised learn-
ing in the PC is extremely poor when movements are
alternated with long periods of inaction.

Because the diffuse gating signal that regulates the
unsupervised learning rules is a function of the error in
performance, our gated unsupervised learning algorithm
may seem to be a supervised learning algorithm.
However, two important features distinguish it from a
supervised learning algorithm. First, it is only the magni-
tude of the overall performance error that is taken into
account; the direction of the error, which is crucial in
supervised learning, is not used. Second, while a vector
carrying joint-speci®c error signals is needed for super-
vised learning, the gating signal is a function of the over-
all error in performance. Thus, our gating signal is
reminiscent of the reward signal in reinforcement learn-
ing;48 unlike the reward signal in reinforcement learning,
however, our gating signal is only positive or null.

Biological plausibility

Although the neurons in the model are very simpli®ed,
they share similar behavior with real neurons. The current
frequency curve of real GC neurons exhibits linearity
until about 100 Hz.16 In the model, the ®ring rate GCi

is obtained by passing the membrane potential through
a sigmoid that approximates the current±frequency curve
of a realistic GC model.24 The input gain and the large
maximum ®ring value GCmax� 100 spikes/s have been
chosen to reproduce the linearity of the granule cells
for a large range of input currents. Furthermore, as
shown in Figs 4 and 5, the GCs ®red mostly during the
movements. This is consistent with experiments showing
that the GCs have no intrinsic ®ring at rest.16 Further-
more, the threshold of the GO is adjusted so that the cell
has a background ®ring rate of about 20 spikes/s, in
accordance with experimental results.53

The learning algorithms proposed are plausible and
well supported by existing data. Our threshold adaptation
rule is compatible with the potentiation of intrinsic excit-
ability recently shown in cerebellar granule neurons.5

Armano et al. showed that high-frequency MF stimula-
tion decreased GC spike threshold and that this change in
excitability depends on the membrane potential. In the
present model, we propose that the modulation of intrin-
sic excitability is a regulatory process, i.e. a GC can be
either potentiated or depressed, depending on the mean
®ring rate of the cell compared to a ªdesiredº ®ring rate.

The Hebbian rule is compatible with the expertimental
induction of long-term potentiation in the real granule
cells.17 In these experiments, like in the model, long-
term potentiation was induced by MF stimulation [MFi

in Eq. (4)] paired with GC depolarization [gcj in Eq. (4)].
Unfortunately, no direct proof of the existence of GO±

GC activity-dependent plasticity exists to date; however,
the proposed learning rule is plausible and can be tested
by GO stimulation paired with GC depolarization.

There are two neuromodulator candidates for the
gating signal. First, serotonin levels have been shown
to be low during sleep compared to waking in both the
raphe nucleus42 and in the cerebellum13 (however,
evidence linking serotonin levels to cerebellar de®cits
are scant, but see Trouillas).50 Second, cerebellar nor-
epinephrine has been shown to be involved in the acqui-
sition of new motor tasks.57

Although the fully plastic GTAH model could accur-
ately learn to control a two-dimensional arm with as little
as 100 neurons, there are of the order of 1011 GCs in the
human cerebellum. The following facts allow us to put
our model in perspective with the anatomy of the real
cerebellum. First, it should be noted that because neurons
are noisy devices, each one of our idealized neurons
corresponds in fact to a small GC population. Second,
given the large number of degrees of freedom and the
pervasive non-linearities of the seven degrees of freedom
human arm, an internal model of the arm's dynamics is
an extremely complex mapping between kinematic and
dynamic variables and thus requires a large number of
encoding GCs. Third, many more GCs would be required
to learn to control the arm over the whole movement
space. To actually test if a few GOs can actually decor-
relate .100,000 GC noisy ®ring patterns, a detailed cere-
bellar model composed of a large number of spiking
neurons,35 based on the actual physiology of the
GOs,19,54 could be embedded in a realistic noisy sensori-
motor system.

Proposed experimental studies

We now propose four experiments to test the validity
our model.

Low mean granule cell ®ring rates and granule cell
information content. Although individual GCs are too
small to be recorded with electrodes in vivo, the recent
two-photon microscopy technique could be used to
measure single GC activity in vivo.49 The very high
temporal and spatial resolution of two-photon micro-
scopy would be adequate to measure calcium dynamics
in GCs, which appears to correlate well with neural activ-
ity.24 Note, however, that two-photon microscopy may
not be powerful enough to measure into the granular
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layer, which lies more than 300 mm below the cerebellar
surface.

Anti-Hebbian learning. In vitro experiments probing
the plasticity of the GO±GC synapses by stimulating the
pre- and postsynaptic sites simultaneously could be
designed to test our prediction of anti-Hebbian GO±GC
synapses.

Gated unsupervised learning. Our prediction of the
neuromodulatory gating process could be tested in vitro
by probing the speed of induction of long-term potentia-
tion at the MF±GC synapses under application of neuro-
modulators or their agonists and antagonists at different
concentrations.

Granule cell redundancies affect motor performance.
This prediction could be tested experimentally by moni-
toring both the GC activity and the performance error in
the behaving animal in both intact and mutant mice lack-
ing GOs.56 Because many GCs need to be simultaneously
and independently recorded to compute the redun-
dancies, optical recording would be the appropriate

experimental tool. Although optical recording of GC
activity has so far only been performed in anesthetized
animals (for a review, see Ebner and Chen),20 recent
advances that allow recording in behaving animals28

might con®rm the relationship between redundancies
among GCs and motor performance.

CONCLUSION

Because the present model spans from the system to
the cellular level, we could demonstrate by simulation
the effect of the GC neural code onto adaptive motor
control. Although such a direct, causal, effect is dif®cult
to show experimentally, a series of experiments such as
those proposed above could further support the hypoth-
esis that learning goal-directed sparse GC codes that are
informative of the input and have minimal redundancies
between neuron codes is crucial for fast, precise and
stable cerebellar learning.
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APPENDIX A. SPARSE CODING ALLOWS FAST LEARNING

Here we show how a sparse input code increases learning speed for supervised learning in a linear neuron whose activity is given by:

z �
Xn

i�1

wiyi; �A1�

where yi can be considered as GC ®ring rates, wi are the ef®cacies (weights) of the LTD synapses and z the ®ring rate of a linear PC. The
desired association is z*� z, i.e. z* is the target pattern (z* 2 z can be thought as the IO ®ring rate). We de®ne an error function for the set of
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input patterns and target patterns indexed by m

E�w� � 1

2

X
m

�z*m 2 zm�2 � 1

2

X
m

z*m 2
Xn

i�1

wiy
m
i

 !2

: �A2�

We can minimize E(w) by sliding down the surface E de®ned in weight space. The gradient descent algorithm suggests changing each
weight by, at time step t, an amount Dw(t) proportional to the gradient of E at the present location w(t). This leads to the least mean square (or
delta) learning rule,

Dw�t� � 2h7E w�t� � h
X
m

z*m 2
Xn

i�1

wiy
m
i

 !
y
m
i :

������ �A3�

We now consider a local quadratic Taylor approximation of the error function around a minimum w* of the error function

E�w� ù E�w*�1 1

2
�w 2 w*�T H �w 2 w*�; �A4�

where

�H�ij ;
2E

2wi2wj
wj

is the matrix of second derivatives of the error function evaluated at w* and is called the Hessian matrix of the error.
In the neighborhood of w*, contours of constant errors are ellipses (see Fig. A1) whose surface axes are aligned with the eigenvectors ui of

H, with lengths inversely proportional to the square root of the corresponding eigenvalues lI.
It can be shown10,27 that the speed of learning along each eigenvector ui of the Hessian matrix is determined by the factor (1 2hli). To

speed up learning, we can increase the learning rate h, but to ensure convergence we must have j 1 2hli j , 1, ;i. This limits the value of h
to h, 2/lmax. The convergence rate along the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue is governed by:

1 2
2 lmin

lmax

� �
:

Consequently, if there is a large difference between the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of the Hessian, learning will be slow (this case
corresponds to the narrow valleys in the landscape of the error function E). In contrast, if all the eigenvalues li are equal, the learning can be
sped up by increasing the learning rate (this corresponds to a spherical shape of the error function around the minimum, as shown in Fig. A1).

For the linear PC [Eq. (A1)], we have

�H�ij ;
2E

2wi2wj
w � yi yj:
��� �A5�

If the GCs implement a sparse code, all GCs ®re independently at the same low probability p. Thus, the Hessian matrix is such that:

�H�ij � p2 if i ± j and �H�ii � p : �A6�
Because the mean ®ring rate of the sparse code is low, p , ,1, thus p2 , ,p, and the Hessian can be approximated by a diagonal matrix

with identical eigenvalues p. The landscape of E around the minimum is thus spherical and a high learning rate speeds up convergence (see
Fig. A1).

APPENDIX B. CEREBELLAR NEURAL MODEL

We describe here the cerebellar neural circuit, based on the Schweighofer et al. model,45 simulated in the present paper. Learning in the
original Schweighofer et al. model was arduous because of both poor GC recoding of the MF inputs and inclusion of realistically large
delays in the afferent and efferent pathways. We concentrate here only on the GC coding problem by setting all the delays to zero; we refer
the reader to Spoelstra et al.47 for a treatment of the delay problem.
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Fig. A1. The shape of the contour plot of the error landscape in weight space illustrates the effect of sparse coding on learning speed.
For the purpose of illustration, we consider a hypothetical neuron receiving only two inputs, weighted by synaptic ef®cacies w1 and
w2. If the input code is not sparse (left), the error function is elongated and the gradient descent algorithm requires many iterations. If
the input code is sparse, the error function is spherical; the learning rate can then be increased and the gradient descent rapidly

converges to the minimum w* of the error function.



Mossy ®ber inputs

MFs in the intermediate cerebellar cortex have clear preference for movements around a speci®c joint; moreover, MF activities are
correlated with joint position, velocity and what appears to be acceleration, but often carries more than one modality.53 MFs have two
origins: central and sensory.53 As in the Schweighofer et al. model, we assume that the MFs of central origin carry information about the
desired trajectory (see Barto et al.8 for a different approach). Because there are no delays and no noise in the model, desired and sensed
trajectories are very similar after learning (also, thanks to the action of the cerebral feedback controller, they are not so dissimilar during
learning). Thus, for simplicity, we assume in the present model that all the inputs to the MFs are of central origin. We model the inputs to the
MFs by linear combinations of kinetic variables speci®c to one joint (10 MFs for each joint). For each cell, the membrane potential mfi and
the mean ®ring rate MFi are given by:

t
dmfi

dt
� 2mfi 1 li1u

d 1 li2
_u d 1 li3

�u d

MFi � MFmax

1 1 exp�2Gmf �mfi 2 Bmf � ;
�B1�

where the coef®cients l are generated randomly with equiprobability to {21; 0; 1}, the kinematic variables ud
; _u d and �u d are desired

normalized angular position, velocity and acceleration (i.e. for each of these variables, the mean was subtracted and the resulting value was
divided by the standard deviation), MFmax the maximum ®ring rate, Gmf the input gain to the transfer function and Bmf the potential value for
which the ®ring rate is half of its maximum (parameter values are given in Table 1).

Golgi±granule cell complex

To allow a rich combination of the 20 MF inputs and to reproduce the divergence between the MFs and the GCs, we model a layer of
N� 100 GCs. The GC membrane potential and the ®ring rate are given by:

tgc

d gci

dt
� 2gci 1

X4

k�1

wMF2GC
ki MFk 2 wGO2GC

i

GCi � GCmax

1 1 exp�2Ggc �gci 2 B
gc
i ��

;

�B2�

where wMF2GC
ki re¯ects the strength of the excitatory MF input and wGO2GC

i that of the inhibitory GO input, GCmax is the maximum ®ring rate,
Ggc the input gain to the transfer function and B

gc
i the potential at which the ®ring rate is half of its maximum for cell i (that we call

ªthresholdº for convenience). The synaptic ef®cacies are initially set according to a uniform distribution and the cell parameters are given in
Table 1.

Because the Golgi cells receive both direct MF inputs and GC inputs, they regulate the level of GC activity via both feedforward and
feedback pathways. The membrane potential and the ®ring rate of a single GO included in the model is given by:

tgo

dgo

dt
� 2go 1

X
i

wMF2GC
i MFi 1

X
j

wGO2GC
j GCj

GO � GOmax

1 1 exp�2Ggo�go 2 Bgo� ;
�B3�

where the synaptic ef®cacies wGO2GC
j re¯ect the strength of granule input (same notation as above). The cell parameters are given in Table 1.

Cerebellar output and error in performance and supervised learning

Because this study focuses on GC coding, we do not model the PCs or the IO cells according to biological plausibility, but merely retain
the essence of the Marr and Albus theory: the GC±PC synapses are modi®ed by IO inputs carrying error information. We make the following
simpli®cations. First, there are two PCs, each controlling a joint, and the PCs are the cerebellar output neurons (i.e. there are no deep nuclear
cells). Second, PC and IO cells are linear. Third, the cerebellar LTD is approximated by a least mean square, or delta, rule with momentum
(Schweighofer et al.45 and Schweighofer and Arbib43 proposed biologically more plausible LTD models).

The membrane potential of each PC is given by:

tpc

dpci

dt
� 2pci 1

X
j

wltd
ji GCj; �B4�

where wltd
ji are LTD synaptic ef®cacies. The activity is simply the membrane potential.

As in Kawato and Gomi,31 IO cells transmit torque-like errors in performance; sensory representations of actual trajectories are excitatory
and efference copies of desired movements are inhibitory. Thus, for the shoulder, for example, the input to the inferior olive is simply:

E1 � Kp urs 2 uds
� �

1 Kv
_u rs 2 _u ds

� �
1 Ka

�u rs 2 �u ds
� �

; �B5�
where the coef®cients Kp, Kv and Ka are feedback gains, the superscript ªdº refers to the desired trajectory of central origin, the superscript
ªrº refers to the actual trajectory and the superscript ªsº refers to the shoulder. Here, the IO activity is simply taken equal to its input; thus for
the shoulder, IO1�E1.

The global (as opposed to local to each neuron) ªgatingº term g, which enables threshold adaptation when performance errors occur, is a
function of the performance error:

g � g
E1 ´E2j j

Emax
1 ´Emax

2

�� �� if
E1´E2j j

Emax
1 ´Emax

2

�� �� , 1

g � 1 otherwise;

�B6�
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where E1 and E2 are the errors for, respectively, the shoulder and the elbow joint, Emax
1 and Emax

2 are the maximal joint errors (recorded before
learning), and g� 500 is a gain parameter. Note that, in the real cerebellum, g does not have to be related to the error movement per se, but
could also be computed by comparing the desired movement to an efferent copy of the trajectory.

During the supervised learning experiments, at each time step, the synapses wltd
ji are updated according to:

Dwltd
ji �t 1 1� � 2h IOi�t� GCj�t�1 d Dwltd

ji �t�; �B7�

where h is a learning rate and d a momentum parameter set at 0.99.
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